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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL BRIEF 

 
KAI TAK CRUISE TERMINAL BILL 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 At the meeting of the Executive Council on 30 June 2015, the 
Council ADVISED and the Chief Executive ORDERED that the Kai Tak 
Cruise Terminal Bill (“the Bill”), at Annex A, should be introduced into the 
Legislative Council (“LegCo”) to provide for a legal framework for 
regulating the use, operation, management and control of the Kai Tak Cruise 
Terminal (“KTCT”). 
 
 
JUSTIFICATIONS 

Need for Legislation 

2. The KTCT is an important infrastructure which supports the 
development of cruise tourism in Hong Kong.  Since the commissioning of 
the KTCT in June 2013, the security arrangements (including the designation 
of restricted areas) thereat have been governed by the Port Facility Security 
Plan (“PFSP”) which was prepared by the terminal operator and approved by 
the Government under the Merchant Shipping (Security of Ships and Port 
Facilities) Rules (Cap. 582A) and the International Ship and Port Facility 
Security Code.  With the PFSP in place, the operation of the KTCT has been 
smooth and orderly so far. 
 
3. That notwithstanding, the PFSP does not empower the 
Commissioner for Tourism (“the Commissioner”) and law enforcement 
agencies to act against some specific misconducts (e.g. unauthorized entry 
into restricted areas) within the KTCT which may potentially jeopardize its 
security and smooth operation, nor does it set out the corresponding penalty 
for such misconducts.  The KTCT has permanent customs, immigration, 
quarantine and police facilities with computers and communication systems 
containing confidential data, as well as detention facilities for law 
enforcement purposes.  We therefore consider it necessary to provide more 
comprehensive legal backing for regulating the use, operation and 
management of and enforcing the restrictions and prohibitions of certain 
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conducts at the KTCT to uphold its security and to ensure its smooth 
operation.  Our objective is to bring the relevant legal framework for 
regulating the use of the KTCT broadly on par with that for other 
cross-boundary ferry terminals in Hong Kong. 
 
4. Our original plan was to make subsidiary legislation under the 
Shipping and Port Control Ordinance (Cap. 313) to achieve the above 
objectives.  Nevertheless, with the statutory declaration of the Terminal 
Area, any fees and charges collected within the Terminal Area on a 
commercial basis and beyond cost-recovery level must be expressly provided 
for in the statute.  However, legal advice suggested that the regulation 
making powers under Cap. 313 have certain limitations1.  Having regard to 
such constraint, in order to ensure that we have the necessary flexibility, we 
decided to enact new primary legislation with an express “fee-charging” 
provision to reflect the intended charging scheme.  The Bill also provides 
for the necessary enforcement powers which are originally beyond the vires 
of the proposed subsidiary legislation. 
 
 
Key Elements of the Bill 

5. The major elements of the Bill are as follows – 
 
(A)  Delineating the Terminal Area and the Restricted Areas 

6. The Bill will delineate a Terminal Area, and empower the 
Commissioner to designate areas within it as restricted areas.  This is to 
control the access to the Terminal Area and restricted areas, as well as 
regulate the use of the relevant facilities therein.  The Terminal Area (as 
delineated under the Bill) and the restricted areas (to be designated by the 
Commissioner after enactment) will include the waters around the KTCT to 
ensure smooth operation of its two berths. 
 
7. As far as the restricted areas are concerned, there will be permanent 
restricted areas and non-permanent restricted areas.  The Commissioner (or 
her delegates) may declare by notice that certain non-permanent restricted 
areas cease to be restricted areas during a specified period of time for better 
utilisation of the KTCT for other use (e.g. as event venue during non-cruise 
days). 

                                           
1  Legal advice suggested that although the fee of a particular service, facility or matter may be set at a 

level that exceeds the administrative or other costs incurred in the provision of that service, facility or 
matter as empowered under s.80(1A) of Cap. 313, there is no provision enabling the charging of fees 
not limited by reference to the amount of administrative or other costs incurred or likely incurred by the 
Government or other authority in the discharge of its functions under Cap. 313.  As such, over 
cost-recovery in the “overall” sense is not allowed.  In other words, the sum of all fees charged under 
Cap. 313 may not exceed the total costs incurred. 
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8. The plans indicating the proposed boundaries of the Terminal Area 
and the restricted areas are at Annex B. 
 
(B)  Controlling the Operation and Management of the Terminal Area 

9. The Bill will expressly confer on the Government and the terminal 
operator a fee-charging power for the purposes of operating and managing 
the Terminal Area on a commercial basis and provide that the level of fees 
charged may exceed the level for cost recovery.  For avoidance of doubt, the 
Bill will also provide that subject to the tenancy agreement between the 
Government and the terminal operator, any money received by the operator 
will not be regarded as money raised or received for the purposes of the 
Government under section 3 of the Public Finance Ordinance (Cap. 2) and 
may be retained by the terminal operator.  This is in line with the existing 
tenancy agreement between the Government and the terminal operator. 
 
(C)  General prohibitions 

10. In order to ensure the smooth operation of the KTCT and to ensure 
that cruise passengers can use the terminal building and boundary crossing 
facilities smoothly and without disturbance, the Bill will include some 
general prohibitions within the Terminal Area.  These prohibitions include 
the control of unauthorized business activities and advertising; acts that cause 
danger, nuisance etc. to others; acts that interfere with the equipment at 
KTCT (e.g. the radar and plant rooms); non-compliance with notices without 
reasonable excuse; and other prohibitions such as fishing, begging, littering 
and smoking, etc. 
 
(D)  Enforcement Power and Penalty 

11. The Bill will provide the Commissioner and authorized officers 
with the power to enforce the provisions in relation to the prohibited acts 
mentioned above.  The Bill will also set out the corresponding penalty for 
contravening certain provisions in the Bill.  Depending on the nature and 
severity of the offences, the authorized officers may also exercise the power 
to remove the offenders.  In addition, if the authorized officer is a law 
enforcement officer, he or she may exercise the power to arrest the offenders; 
and to seize, remove or detain anything that the officer reasonably suspects to 
be relevant to the contravention. 
 
12. We will also make some related amendments to existing pieces of 
legislation (e.g. for designating detention quarters within the Terminal Area) 
to facilitate the work of law enforcement officers. 
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THE BILL 

13. Main provisions of the Bill are set out below - 
   

(a) Clause 3 and Schedule 1 designate the KTCT and 
delineate the Terminal Area, and Clauses 7 and 8 
control the access to and remaining in the Terminal Area 
(see paragraph 6 above); 

 
(b) Clause 5 expressly empowers the Commissioner and the 

terminal operator to charge fees on a commercial basis 
(see paragraph 9 above); 

 
(c) Clauses 9 and 10 provide for the designation of the 

permanent and non-permanent restricted areas, and the 
mechanism for temporary cessation of restriction for the 
non-permanent restricted areas (see paragraphs 6 and 7 
above); 

 
(d) Clause 12 controls the access to and from and remaining 

in the restricted areas (see paragraph 6 above); 
 

(e) Clauses 15 to 20 provides for some general prohibitions 
within the Terminal Area (see paragraph 10 above); 

 
(f) Clause 21 confers on the Commissioner and authorized 

officers (which can be law enforcement officers) with 
appropriate enforcement powers to act against the 
commission of offences under the Bill (see paragraph 11 
above); 

 
(g) Schedule 2 provides for the mechanism of issuance, 

cancellation and surrender of passes for access to 
restricted areas; and 

 
(h) Schedule 3 provides for the necessary related 

amendments to existing law to facilitate the enforcement 
actions of law enforcement officers (see paragraph 12 
above). 
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OTHER OPTIONS 

14. There is no alternative other than through legislation to provide the 
necessary legal backing for regulating the use, operation, management and 
control of the KTCT.  As mentioned in paragraph 4 above, we have 
considered the option of achieving the above objectives through making 
subsidiary legislation under the Shipping and Port Control Ordinance (Cap. 
313).  However, given the vires problem, we decided to enact new primary 
legislation. 
 
 
LEGISLATIVE TIMETABLE 

15. The legislative timetable will be as follows –  
 

Publication in the Gazette 
 

 3 July 2015 

First Reading and commencement of 
Second Reading Debate 
 

 8 July 2015 

Resumption of Second Reading Debate, 
committee stage and Third Reading  

 To be notified 

 
 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSAL 

16. The Bill has no economic, sustainability, competition, 
environmental, family, gender or productivity implications.  It is in 
conformity with the Basic Law, including the provisions concerning human 
rights.  There is no express provision in the Bill which binds the state.  
Regarding financial implications, any future government fees or rent charged 
by the Commissioner will be credited to the General Revenue Account in 
accordance with the established practice.  Relevant departments can absorb 
the workload arising from the enforcement of the new legislative provisions 
with the additional manpower allocated for the operation of the KTCT. 
 
 
PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

17. We last discussed issues relating to the KTCT, including our plan to 
introduce new primary legislation to regulate its use, at the Panel on 
Economic Development of this Council at its meeting in October 2014.  We 
also circulated an information paper which sets out the framework of the 
proposed legislation to the Panel in May 2015.  Members did not raise any 
specific comments to the proposal. 
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18. As regards the delineation of the restricted areas in the waters 
around the KTCT, we have informed relevant advisory committees under the 
Marine Department (including Local Vessels Advisory Committee, Port 
Operations Committee and Port Area Security Advisory Committee) by way 
of an information paper.  So far, we have not received any adverse 
comments. 
 
 
PUBLICITY 

19. We will issue a press release upon the gazettal of the Bill on 
3 July 2015.  We will arrange a spokesperson to answer media enquiries. 
 
 
ENQUIRIES 

20. Enquiries relating to this Brief can be directed to Mr. George Tsoi, 
Assistant Commissioner for Tourism, at 2810 2461. 
 
 
 
Tourism Commission 
Commerce, Industry and Tourism Branch 
Commerce and Economic Development Bureau 
2 July 2015 
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